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About This Content

This Halloween the Bunch of Heroes bring back the terror. Meet our heroes like you've never seen them before, and fight fire
with fire as the bunch battle the zombie hordes as classic monsters. Play as Agent Blood, Jaredstein, El Camaradog or Captain

Smithsonian and become humanity’s most horrifying line of defense.

Become a Monster; Earth needs a bunch of them at least!

Key features:

4 new horrifying Halloween skins, one for each of the original heroes
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The idea behind the mechanics is cool: switching the gravity axis to find your way into a volumetric maze, that's neat. But there
are a bunch of unpleasant problems:

1. slow jump, slow walk, slow everything. Your character is a snail that has as much control over its jump as you'd have over
Superman 64. A platformer with a timer where you don't feel like walking around because it's too slow and unwieldy feels like a
game that should be patched up.

2. arbitrary "fall damage". It feels as though the paths you can walk on are restricted, even though nothing visually says so.
You'd use your physics bending powers to go to a platform, but your screen turns red, you hear a "argh" and it's a fail state.
Why? Did I fall from too high? It didn't seem higher than the jump I made 2 seconds ago...

3. arbitrary controls. You don't have any control over the input. See, the game expects your brain to work similarly to its
developper and associate "left button" to "go left", but mine associates "press left button" with "push from the left" (thus "go
right"), so everytime I need to use these controls, I have to take 2seconds to think about which button I should press. You can
figure it's frustrating as hell.

These are all major complaints I have for now.

Asking for a refund, but I'll keep watching out for patches and updates that would fix those issues.. IGNORE THE HATERS!

This route is AMAZING, especially because it has a working ATO system,
The only problem is the train cannot be driven outside the route due to the way the ATO system locks the train at a max speed. I
have no way of getting around this

Overall, this is an amazing route and should be bought. Absolute dross. Don't waste your time with it. No originality and no
charm.

Someone in Sega had some real brass to call this Sonic 4 when in fact it is a poor attempt to emulate Sonic 2 with levels and
enemies basically using the same tile sets from 25 years ago.

Sonic is slow to get moving which leads to some unfair insta-deaths by getting caught between two platforms that you saw
colliding well ahead of time but simply couldn't move fast enough to avoid. They have also introduced a boss rush at the end
which is tedious and lazy as you only beat those bosses 10-20 mins ago.. This is actually a really fun game. Simple yet engaging
mechanics, and fun missions. It deserves more attention. +All look nice.

I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:
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People complain about spending $8 on weapon reskins.
I don't agree with it either, so I picked it up on a sale.

Judge the worth of weapon skins to your love of the game.

Also: GOLDEN TIGER DEAGLE 10\/10 WOULD BUY EVERY GAME.. Could be Sim-Ant ... wants to be Sim-Ant.. Fails at
being Sim-Ant.. is actually suuuuuuper lame.. One of the best casual games ever created. This game is still addictive and
enjoyable.

1. Graphics are low res but jewels shine and spin in a way that looks really good.
2. Sounds are crisp and addictive. Music is relaxing.
3. Gameplay is very simple and you get to a zen like state after a few minutes producing dopamines.

Overall, this is one of the best and runs great on Windows 10. If have been feeling blue, I recommend you try this one.. it is a
very good add-on, i highly recommend it. Whatever you do don't start the engines manually as the aircraft will go mental. This is
a really nice add-on! The flight model is nice (still a bit optimistic) and unforgiving.

All essential systems are there and it's nice to look around and adjust the engines, propeller RPM, autopilot, etc.

It's not a complicated aircraft and it's easy to figured out what you need to do to fly it (I was in the air after 5 minutes looking at
the switches and gauges).

It worth it!!!. It has been awhile since a game got me this addicted, haven't really felt a sense of progression and achievement in
recent games lately.
Like seriously this game just keeps me going nonstop! Farm this, grind this, build this, etc etc, at the same time it doesn't bores
me.

The Gameplay plays out very similarly to mobile gacha games (semi-idle) but well without those energy system and
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 RNGs.

The RPG system is quite in-depth, lots of different builds you can try with lots of classes to choose to form a perfect
balance for your party. Oh how i love the moments of trial and errors in building heroes \/ adventurers and finally the
feeling of satisfaction when i can finally find that perfect balance for my party.

The RNG in this game is not bad, it's still on the fair level where rare stuffs are rare but it doesn't really that hard to
get, at the same time it still gives you a sense of achievement without boring you to death first.

If you like RPG games, you should definitely play this! 8 \/ 10. Literally a half-finished train which drives itself, and a
single line which consists only of flat Chinese motorway and two stations.
When I say it is unfinished, I mean half the cab is empty room and it doesn't even have windscreen wipers.
The signalling system essentially fully automates the entire train, all you have to do is open and close the doors.
. Visually stunning. This wasn't on sale, when I bought it, and not regretting it. Hold up your dragons in front of your
face for added effect. The only drawback is that your 'real' Vive controllers will look boring once you get out of the
game, but I've named them 'Pinky' and 'Giorgio Moroder Bobellow', anyway.

. Facts: I'm a game moderator (voluntary user); I can be biased, but I know this game really well; also, remember that
this is Early Access, so still a beta phase.

Talking about the game: first of all, despite the tags, this is NOT a simulator; it's more like an arcade racing game with
realistic features (don't expect to drift on every corner or have random racing lines); still, the model is really satisfying:
the racing experience and setup know-how is rewarded, while beginners won't have many problems driving their first
cars. With the inclusions of new events, career mode and other stuff there's plenty to do, and car customization is one
of the best ever seen in a racing game, both on visual stuff like paint and development. Good races are real fun, and the
tracks are inspired and good to drive in. The devs also are very active, and try to fix bugs in a quickly way (also are
active in the forums, which is nice).
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Bad things: excluding random bugs (which I'm not experiencing at the moment, save for some really minor stuff) the
worst part is the performance of the game in this phase. We know that graphic optimization and new shaders are
coming very soon, but at the moment on many computers a race with full roster will make the fps drop. There's also the
minor issue of a little population, but hopefully this will change in the next weeks (it's still early - early access), and the
races and events still flow very nicely, so it's not really a problem.

What will come next: full Steam integration, procedural race tracks, track editor and Steam Workshop support.
Probably some of the best features to have in a game like this.

For old users: the payment model has changed. This is now a buy-to-play; so you will need to buy the game if you want
to play (it's not going free to play after the beta) but THERE ARE NO MORE MICROTRANSACTIONS in the game.
Also, the reward were raised quite a lot, so buying new cars is much faster.

Conclusions: in my opinion, if you like racing games, you are curious or look for a relaxed fun game go for it. There's
plenty to do, the game has some good depth, the class are really different one from each other and at this low price it's
worth the entry, also because new features will flow in and make the game even better. Still, if you like only Simulators,
beware that this game is not one; don't expect an Assetto Corsa or rFactor or iRacing here, because it's not (and it does
not pretend to be one).. The game is fun and I like playing with friends but they need to change the matchmaking
system, not really fair for a newbie to be paired up against a veteran.
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